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pacemaker to larger nuclear plants. Most of them are also
safety critical systems, which should be reliable. In general,
real-time applications is any information processing system
which has to respond to externally generated input stimuli,
within a specified period of time [12]. So the correctness
depends not only on the logical result, but also the time it was
delivered [8]. Failure to respond is as bad as the wrong
response [13]. These systems have two main characteristics by
which they are separated by other general-purpose systems.
These characteristics are timeliness and fault tolerance [6]. By
timeliness, we mean that each task in real time system has a
time limit in which it has to finish its execution. And by fault
tolerance means that it should continue to operate under fault
presence [7]. Use of cloud infrastructure for real time
applications increases the chances of errors. As the cloud data
centers (virtual machines) are far from the transceiver (job
submitting data center, actuator or sensor). Many real time
systems are also safety critical systems, so they require a
higher level of fault tolerance [14]. Safety critical real time
systems require working properly to avoid failure, which can
cause financial loss as well as casualties [10]. So there is an
increased need to tolerate the fault for such type of systems to
be used with cloud infrastructure
To take maximum benefit from cloud computing, developers
must design mechanisms that optimize the use of architectural.
The Virtual Machine’s (VMs) has emerged as an important
issue because, through virtualization technology, it makes
cloud computing infrastructures to be scalable and using the
replication technique the same virtual machine can be
replicated, having the same working efficiency. For providing
an efficient way of load balancing the paper proposes a time
scheduler algorithm for the cloud computing. The scheduling
is done through two phases. The first phase is direct
assignment in the best case and worst condition in the second
time in a time slicing phase. VM Replicated depending upon
the task duration time. Task is assign to replicated VM,
divided on duration time of tasks, completion in minimal time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In next section
literature review, then a problem definition along with
proposed method is described
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Abstract— Coping with uncertainty is a challenging and
complex
problem
particularly
in
hybrid
cloud
environments—private cloud plus public cloud. For
providing an efficient way of load balancing the paper
proposes a time scheduler algorithm for the cloud
computing. The scheduling is done through two phases. The
first phase is direct assignment in the best case and worst
condition in the second time in a time slicing phase. To
describe the proper methodology the paper first gives a
suitable introduction followed by literature review. Then a
proposed method is described with the simulation part
followed. VM Replicated depending upon the task duration
time. Task is assign to replicated VM, divided on duration
time of tasks, completion in minimal time. Cost Expansive is
limited. Cloud Provider gets more VM cost beneficial.
Lowest resources and efficient throughput Job submits to
VM based on Cost optimal Algorithm. Here we added VM
Replication; this paper gives advancement in the cloud
computing in the matter of high processing speed. The
process has a least calculation over load on the load
balancer.

Keywords–replication; scheduling; assignment;
data center
I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is really changing the way, how and where
the computing is going to be performed. cloud computing
provides a user access to computer resources like machines,
storage, operating systems, application development
environments, application programs over a network through
Web services. While the user not necessarily know the actual
physical location and organization of the equipment hosting
these resources—be it in the next room or spread across the
globe. Cloud computing has got a lot of attention to be used as
a computing model for a different kind of application. But the
people are still bothering to use it for many applications. But
now some researchers and cloud service providers are working
to give the power of cloud and associated benefits to the
applications. Some of the cloud operators have started real
time cloud support. Cloud support for real time system is
really important. Because, today we found a lot of real time
applications around us. These applications range from small
mobile phones to larger industrial controls and from mini

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Adrian Coles and Bica Mihai in the paper proved the fact that
the asynchronous adaptive replication algorithm can improve
the performance, client response time and reduce network
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bandwidth of high availability systems in situations where the
environment changes are very often. A drawback of the
system was the buffering time. In present, the buffering time is
too large and for a small number of modified pages it can be
greater even than the network transfers. Some improvements
can be made by implementing a better buffering technique.
Brendan Cully, Geoffrey Lefebvre, Dutch Meyer build on top
of the well-known Xen hypervisor [5], is an attempt to address
the abovementioned challenge. Virtual machines are protected
from crash-stop failures by very frequent synchronization
using primary-backup approach. It is assumed that both
replicas are in the same local area network (LAN). As already
described, instead of trying to replay the exact sequence of
events on the backup machine, the synchronization is done by
copying the new state of the primary to the backup. They
described that the most naive way would be to copy the whole
VM state from primary to the backup after each single VM
instruction executed on the primary. A more efficient way is to
make incremental updates, e.g. send only the difference
between the previous and the new state. It is also natural to
send updates at a higher granularity than single instructions,
because synchronization after every minor change in the VM
state is impractical. This is taken into account by the authors.
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The authors [19], addressed in this work the main problems
facing the large number of scientists rely on Bags-of-Tasks
(BoTs) in mixtures of computational environments such as
grids and clouds, the lack of tools available for selecting
efficient scheduling strategies for user-defined utility
functions. This paper’s ExPERT BoT scheduling framework
chooses the Pareto-efficient strategies through a range of
replication strategies for running BoTs on mixtures of
environments with varying reliability, cost, and speed. For any
user provided modifiable function, ExPERT finds the best
strategy in a large, sampled strategy space.
The authors [19] validated ExPERT’s expected accuracy and
showed its viability through a variety of experiments in real
and simulated environments. The author found that ExPERT
are achieving a 72% cost reduction and a 33% shorter build
span compared with commonly-used old scheduling strategies
such as combining the reliable and unreliable resources.

The authors [21] first develop a deterministic model, using a
mixed integer linear program, to facilitate resource rental
decision making. the author investigates planning solutions to
a resource market featuring time-varying pricing. The author
conducts time-series analysis over the spot price trace and
examines its predictability using Auto-Regressive Integrated
Moving-Average (ARIMA). The authors also develop a
stochastic planning model based on multistage recourse. The
author discover that spot price forecasting does not provide
this paper’s planning model with a crystal ball due to the weak
correlation of past and future price, and the stochastic
planning model better hedges against resource pricing
uncertainty than resource rental planning using forecast prices.
The authors [22] the author pointed out many challenges in
addressing the problem of enabling SLA-oriented resource
allocation in data centers to satisfy competing applications
demand for computing services. In particular, the user
applications are becoming more complex and need multiple
services to execute instead of a single service. These complex
user applications often require collaboration among multiple
organizations or businesses and thus require their specific
services to function successfully. Moreover, fast turnaround
time is needed for running user applications in today’s
increasingly competitive business environment.
By addressing SLA-oriented resource allocation in data
centers, the author provide a critical link to the success of the
next ICT era of Cloud computing. The author also showed
how the proposed framework can be effectively implemented
using the Aneka platform. We envision the need for a deeper
investigation in SLA oriented resource allocation strategies
that encompass customer-driven service management,
computational risk management, and autonomic management
of Clouds in order to improve the system efficiency, minimize
violation of SLAs, and improve profitability of service
providers.

The author [20] investigated the problem of virtual resource
management for database systems in cloud environments. The
author practiced machine learning techniques to learn a system
performance model through a data-driven approach. The
model captures relationships between the systems resources
and database performance. Based on the learned predictive
model, the author designed an intelligent resource
management system, Smart service level agreement (SLA).
Smart SLA considers some factors in cloud computing
environments such as SLA cost, client workload,
infrastructure cost, and action cost in a general way. SmartSLA achieves optimal resource allocation in a situational and
intelligent fashion. Practical studies on input data and day to
day workloads demonstrated that such an intelligent resource
management system has great potentials in improving the
profit margins of cloud service providers.

III.

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. Problem Definition
Most of the cloud scheduling algorithms based on availability
(time based) of computational resources. It does not managing
all the heterogeneous cloud resources. It might be reduce
scheduling computational resources times but not cost.
Support for dynamic, reconfigurable on demand, secure and
highly customizable computing storage and networking
environments these all based on time. Resource management
challenges such are Performance throughput, multiple
domains, Availability of computational resources, Handle of
conflicts between common resources demand, Fault tolerance,
and Inter domain compatibility.
Managing resources at large scale while providing
performance isolation and efficient use of underlying
hardware is a key challenge for any cloud management
software. The basic approach involves the user accessing a
resource when it’s idle on a random basis. When the processes
need a processor to execute its job, the availability of the
processor is checked. When a processor is idle, the process is
randomly assigned. But this is detrimental to the efficiency of
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the execution because, it doesn’t check the type of resource
needed for a particular process.
B. Proposed Solution
The below figure shows the diagram for the proposed
systemThe architectural; diagram clearly shows that the system is
started with the user request. The time duration is extracted
from the user request. If the request can be processed by a
single virtual machine then the work is precede to the virtual
machine. In the other case if the duration of the work cannot
be processed in a single machine then the work is processed in
a number of virtual machines

i.

ASSINGMENT PHASE

The below figure show the diagram of the module that decides
the assignment of work to a virtual machine in a best
condition. The below modular diagram clearly shows the
initialization of the network starts with the incoming request.
The module flows to the iteration phase. Then the load
balancer extracts the time duration form the request and
matches with the time durations available with the VM wares.
If the time duration is present in any of the vm wares; the
work is assigned to that VM ware directly. Else the process is
subjected to the second phase without committing it.

Start

User request

Resource
available?

replication
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assignment

Incoming request

Time available?

Assignment
Repeat/ end

Assignment phase

Fig. 1. Architecture Diagram

In present scenario, it is hard to achieve the required
process configuration this can be attaining by optimal cost
scheduling algorithm it also allow processor replication.
Processors replicated depending upon the user process
duration time. Scheduling algorithm allocates the resources if
available, otherwise the request is put on hold. It is not
possible for a cloud server to satisfy all the requests due to
finite resources at a time. Each and every processor has some
process to evaluate the process and for that the grid user need
to pay for cloud server. The concept that has been put forward
in this paper involves the use of optimization for identifying
the nature of the process and judiciously assigning the
resources to each process depending upon the amount of
processing power required for that process. Replication of the
processors is way to Higher Throughput and reduces the
process time. This paper identifies the issues in resource
management and scheduling in the emerging cloud computing
context and briefly discusses techniques for scheduling using
computational economy concept.
Generally Virtual Machines in the Datacenter are running at
the time of assigned the task. VM performance is good at the
time of small task (duration time).

Move to second
phase

Success

Fig. 2. Modular Diagram For Best Condition

For the technique of job matching, we are using some below
formulas.
When a task is coming to the load balancer; it first checks
whether the duration of the task is available in the virtual
machines or not. This is done through an iterator, which is
moved through all the virtual machines. If some duration is
available the task is directly assigned to the virtual machine.
Normal: Duration time- 3hrs
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CONCLUSION
VM

Task

Fig. 3. Task Scheduling Diagram

ii.

REPLICATION PHASE

VM Replication:
An overall example is given below where Duration time- 3hrs

-

VM1
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For providing an efficient way of load balancing the paper
proposes a time scheduler algorithm for the cloud computing.
The scheduling is done through two phases. The first phase is
direct assignment in the best case and worst condition in the
second time in a time slicing phase. To describe the proper
methodology the paper first gives a suitable introduction
followed by literature review. Then a proposed method is
described with the simulation part followed. VM Replicated
depending upon the task duration time. Task is assign to
replicated VM, divided on duration time of tasks, completion
in minimal time. Cost Expansive is limited. Cloud Provider
gets more VM cost beneficial. Lowest resources and efficient
throughput Job submits to VM based on Cost optimal
Algorithm. Here we added VM Replication,
This paper gives advancement in the cloud
computing in the matter of high processing speed. The process
has a least calculation over load on the load balancer.
.
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VM2

Task
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VM3
T

Fig. 4. Task Scheduling Diagram

 Normal  Task (Job) Duration time is 3 hours
directly scheduled or assign to VM.
 VM Replication Task (Job) Duration time is 3
hours, VM replicate three VMs are VM 1, VM2, VM3
and Task Scheduled or assign to TVM1, T
VM2, T VM3. T is Task divided based on duration
time.
 VM replication based on the Task Job duration time.
Duration Time = Number of VM
Replication
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